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ASK AN EXPERT

What is a “career
checkup,” and why
do I need one?

Go hard or go home
In the late ’80s and early ’90s, Sutherland was
one of the hottest stars in Hollywood, starring in

films like The Lost Boys, Young Guns and A Few Good
Men, and engaged to the hottest actress: his Flatliners
co-star Julia Roberts. After she ran off with his best
friend, Sutherland—who’d raised horses and
owned a cattle ranch—joined the rodeo,
travelling around with legit cowboys. Eventually,
he became a champion roper (look it up—it’s
wild). As his friend Lou Diamond Phillips once
said: “Kiefer doesn’t just stick his toe in.
He goes all the way in.”

Know your part
Sutherland made his name as
a villain, starting in 1986 with
Ace in Stand By Me and
peaking in the 1996 thriller
An Eye For an Eye, a portrayal
so ugly that people refused to
remain in his presence. Even 24’s
Bauer crosses the line into bad-
guy territory, having zero qualms
about torture in the service of the
greater good. But no story shines
without an antagonist, and
Sutherland came to accept that
he was damn good at being one,
saying: “My rationalization as an
actor is, if those characters aren’t
kind of awful, then the good part
of this story can’t be told.”

Shoot your shot
Sutherland, now 57, had always
dreamed of collaborating with

Clint Eastwood. When he heard the
legend was making his final film, the
yet-to-be-released legal thriller Juror
No. 2, he introduced himself by letter
and begged for even the smallest
of parts. Eastwood cast him as as
the protagonist’s AA sponsor (rich
considering Sutherland has publicly
stated he has no plans to give up the
drink, despite his battles with booze).
“I’ve had a really, incredibly fortunate
career,” he said about working with
Eastwood. “But that’s a moment
that’ll last with me forever.”

FOLLOW
YOUR GUT
When Sutherland got
the script for 24, he
loved it—but he didn’t
think anyone else

would. He dove in anyway, and the
groundbreaking show debuted
just a couple of months after
9/11. Sutherland’s portrayal of
counterterrorism agent Jack Bauer
resonated with scared and angry
Americans, making “Previously on
24...” the most anticipated words

on TV. The show ran for nine
seasons and propelled
Sutherland back into the
spotlight for a whole
new generation of fans.

Family
matters

Though Sutherland left
Toronto for Hollywood at
18, he’s fiercely proud of his
Canadian roots—including his
actor parents, Shirley Douglas
and Donald Sutherland, and
especially his grandfather,

Tommy Douglas, who created
Canada’s universal health
care system. And woe betide
anyone who messes with
that legacy—just ask Ontario
Premier Doug Ford. After Ford
implied Douglas would’ve
supported the Conservatives’
cost-cutting, Sutherland posted
a scathing open letter to Ford,
with this kicker: “After all, I

knew Tommy Douglas, and you,
sir, are no Tommy Douglas.”
As he later told CBC Radio: “I
couldn’t think of anybody more

diametrically different, politically
and ideologically, than my
grandfather. So I didn’t want some
young person...to just accept that
at face value.”

Canada has produced plenty of megastars, but only one who’s descended from both
political and acting royalty. Sutherland and his growl of a voice have been bona
fide stars through five decades—particularly impressive considering the actor’s
signature roles have been, er, somewhat complicated (including, most recently,
Capt. Queeg in The Caine Mutiny Court-Martial). One thing’s for sure: Sutherland’s
legacy will never grow old, and it’ll never die. /Dawn Calleja

Lisa Taylor, head of consulting
firm Challenge Factory, knows all
too well the feeling of “successful
but not satisfied.” Not long
ago, she was among the 44% of
Canadians who, according to a
recent Robert Half survey, feel
vaguely “stuck.” But diagnosing
the cause of your work blahs
is tricky; better to spot them in
advance—or better yet, avoid
them altogether. That’s where
a career checkup comes in. “It’s
a moment to pause, think, and
make sure your work is healthy
and fulfilling,” says Taylor. Like
taxes, you can do this on your
own—but there’s value in seeking
an objective third-party specialist.
“Career development is a hidden
sector that many Canadians
don’t know about,” says Taylor.
And before you ask if you should
just be paying a visit to HR, the
answer is no—they’re focused
only on the work portion of what
Taylor calls “the full gamut of life,
learning, work and community
engagement.” A satisfying career
balances all of the above. A
checkup can spot imbalances
and save you from veering off
the career highway—though
remember that your destination
can and will change. “Something
that fit before may not fit
anymore,” says Taylor. A big move,
divorce, kids—they can all change
your route to fulfillment, career or
otherwise. /Rosemary Counter

7-WORD BOOK REVIEW
The Peace: A Warrior’s Journey by Roméo Dallaire

Peace doesn’t just equal absence of war

WHAT YOU CAN LEARN FROM...

Kiefer Sutherland
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